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ABSTRACT 
The cone CP,,, of completely positive linear transformations from .JZJC) = An 
to A’, is shown to be isometrically isomorphic to gnq, the cone of nq by nq positive 
semidefinite matrices. Generalizations of scalar and matrix results to CP, p c HP, 4 c 
St--@“, dq> Were HPn,q represents the hermitian-preserving linear transformations) 
are discussed. Relationships among the completely positives, the set of positive 
semidefinite preservers I, and its dual r(g”)* are given. Left and right facial 
ideals of CP are characterized. Properties of the joint angular field of values of a finite 
sequence of hermitian matrices H,, . . . , H, are studied, leading to a characterization of 
n(gqb’@“). 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
‘Ibis paper is concerned with cones in A,, = d,(C), the complex space 
of n by n matrices over the complex numbers, and in L?(.M,, A,), the space 
of all linear transformations from 4, to .MQ. Let Xn and P,, denote the 
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cones of all hermitian and positive semidefinite matrices in JI,, respectively. 
Let HP,,, 4 and CP,, 9 denote the cones of hermitian-preserving and completely 
positive maps in .Ep(4,, JIM). See [lo] for the appropriate definitions and a 
listing of characterization theorems. 
Let Y be a finite dimensional real or complex vector space, with Z’(V) 
the space of all linear transformations on Yand Y’ the dual space of T. A 
subsetKcVissaidtobeaconeiffx,yEK,a,/3>Oimpliesax+ByEK. 
A cone is said to be pointed iff K n ( - K) = (0); fiZZ iff the (topological) 
interior of K is nonempty; and reproducing iff K - K = V. 
A pointed cone K in 7cr induces a partial order if we define x < y to mean 
y-xEK.LettingKbeaconeinY,wecallasubsetF~KafaceofKiffF 
isasubconeofKsuchthatO~x~yandy~Fimplyx~F.Anextremalof 
K is a face E of dimension one (i.e., span E is of dimension one as a subspace 
of V). If K is a cone in a real inner product space Y, then K* = {x E 
V](x,y)>Oforall ~EK} willdenotethedualconeof K.Finally,m(K)= 
(7~ 2’(%‘-)(Y(K)c K} and s(K,,K,)= {Y~E(~,~)]~(K~)sK~} 
where K, and K, are cones in the vector spaces Vand Wrespectively. 
II. THE ISOMORPHISM THEOREM FOR CP,_ 
We wish to give two versions of characterizations of completely positive 
maps. For the first we utilize the Hill-Pohrikis notation [lo]. Given positive 
integerst,u,letS={(i,j):i=l,..., t;j=l,..., zr};endowSwithtwoorder- 
ings, viz, the lexicographical ordering 
(i,j)<(r,s) iff i<r or (i=randj<s) 
and the antilexicographical ordering 
(i,j)<(r,s) iff j<s or (j=sandi<r). 
Corresponding to each of these orderings we have bijections from the set of 
ordered pairs S onto { 1,. . . , tu} defined by [i, j] = (i - 1)~ + j and (i, j) = (j 
- 1)t + i. We shall employ several choices for the pair (t, u); in each case the 
definitions of [i, j] and (i, j) should be clear from the ranges of the indices i 
and j. 
Now fix positive integers n and q. Letting &,(JV,) denote the collection 
of n x n block matrices whose elements are from .I@,, we define I? : A,s, ne + 
.&,(A,) and \k : A+, ,,e + A,&#,) by 
P(T)f! = r[*,,J,[,,S]* i, j=l ,...,q, r, s = l,..., n, 
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and 
q(T):! = ‘(r,s), (i, j) 7 i,j=l ,...,n, r, s = l,..., q, 
respectively, where T E LH,~, ,+ Intuitively, I rearranges the q2 rows of T 
into n x n blocks ordered lexicographically, whereas \k rearranges the n2 
columns of T into q X q blocks ordered antilexicographically. 
If Z A,, + A, is a linear transformation, (T) will denote its matrix 
representation with respect to the unit matrices E,, which have a 1 in the 
(i, j) position and zeros elsewhere, ordered antilexicographically. 
Recall that if Vis a vector space and if Yi, T2 E Z(V), then we can 
endow 2’( V) with an inner product (Ti, T2) = tr T2*Ti, where tr T2*Ti can 
be computed using the matrix representations of Yi and T2 with respect to 
any fixed ordered orthonormal basis, since the function tr is independent of 
the representation chosen. Further, if Yr, T2 E 9(V, YT), then (Yi, T2) = 
trT2*Yi must be computed using matrix representations of Yi and T2 with 
respect to fixed ordered orthonormal bases for Vand #‘to guarantee that the 
function tr is independent of representation chosen. 
THEOREM 1. The cows CP,,q and Pnq are isorwtrically isommphic. 
By Theorem 1 of Poluikis and Hill [lo], Cp maps CP,, Q onto p,,,. Since I is 
linear and one to one, rj is an isomorphism. Finally, 
(+(.OT &9) = (W-v), ww)) = tr WW*WO 
= csijtjj= tr((Y)*(Y-)) = ((T-)&Y)) = (T-, 9). 
Thus, (p is an isometry. n 
We observe that the isomorphism of CP_ and 9’,,q is implicit in [lo, 
Theorem l] and [4, Theorem 11. Further, the mapping $ above naturally gives 
us isometric isomorphisms HP_ 3 .%& and Z(.M,, AZ,)= .Ap,,. We shall 
shortly give an alternative proof of Theorem 1 in a different setting. First we 
note some results immediate from this theorem. 
COROLLARY. CP,,q is a closed, pointed cone in Z(Jl,, 4,); further 
more, it is selfdual in HP,,q. 
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Proof. Since linear maps in finite-dimensional spaces are continuous, it 
follows that + is a homeomorphism. Thus, Theorem 1 gives us that CP,,q is a 
closed pointed cone. Since $I is inner product preserving and 9,,q is self dual 
in .%&, we have that CP,,, 9 is selfdual in HP,,, q. n 
The same results can be obtained by using \k instead of I. 
From the point of view of the theory of cones, it is natural to consider 
CP”, 4 in its real span HP,, Q of hermitian-preserving maps. If T E HP,,A (I, then 
it is reasonable to consider the restriction & Xn + Xq for which T(H) = 
.T( H), H E Hn, and call 3 E 9(X”, sq) completely positive if there exists a 
7 E CP,,, 9 for which &is its restriction. 
The real vector space &?( Xq, Zn) can be represented as the tensor 
product space &@Xq. In the following we exploit the (particular tensor 
product) dyad product @o which is given by 
(H@nK)(P)=(trKP)H for HEX~, K,PES~ 
(cf. de Pillis [8]). Then 9(X0, &) can be represented as 
This comes from the identification of Xn@Xq with the space B(Xn, A$) of 
all bilinear functionals on Xn@Xq (cf. Glazman and Ljubic [8, Chapter 51). 
We do this by defining a map from 9( && Zn) to 9( #“, Xq), .‘T -+ ar, 
where aF(P,Q)= tr[.T(Q)P], P E Xn, Q E 2,. 
Now for .T = H Q, K, I&-( P, Q) = tr{ [(trKQ)H] P } = (tr HP)(tr KQ). 
Thusfor~=CH,ODKiweobtain~~P,Q)=C(trHiP)(trKiQ).Inpartic 
ular,9-~a(~~,~~)iff~(Q)~Oforall Q>Oiff tr[T(Q)P]=g(P,Q)>O 
for all Q > 0, P >, 0. Thus 
For notational convenience, we let eq,n denote the completely positive 
maps in 9(Xq, Xm), i.e., eq,n = {T]Xq + tin: 9 E CP,,q}. 
THEOREM 1'. eq+ is &metrically isomorphic to .9,,q. 
Proof. Let the map a: &‘*@o.% + .%& be given by @(CHi@,Ki) = 
EK”@, Hi, where Q, denotes the Kronecker product of matrices. If Yis the 
de Pillis map [6, pp. 130-1321, then Q(H@,K)=#(H@,K). Sincesis an 
isometric isomorphism, so is a. If CH, Q D Ki E eq, n, then by Theorem 2 of 
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Choi 1419 ((CHi',Ki)(E,,)),.,,,., =(c(Hi8,',)(E,,))=(C(tr'iE,,)Hi) 
= (Cki,Hi) = C(kb,Hi) = CKP@,H, E g,,q, i.e., ip is ontog,,,. n 
III. THIRD-STAGE GENERALIZATIONS 
In Choi [4] and further in Poluikis and Hill [lo], it is contended that 
“completely positive” (and not “ positivesemidefinite-preserving”) is the nat- 
ural generalization of positivity (more precisely, nonnegativity) for hermitian- 
preserving linear transformations. In this section, we further amplify 
well-known generalizations of R c C properties to Xn c A,, and then to 
(third-stage generalizations) HP,_ C 9(A,, JX9). 
The following result generalizes the Toeplitz decomposition for A,; viz., 
given A E A,,, there exist unique H,, H, E Xn such that A = Hi + iHs. 
THEOREM 2. If .7 E Z(.A,, .A%,), there exist unique .@‘I7 dz E HP,,q 
such that 9 = dl + id2. 
Proof. Define &‘r and&s on J?, by 
dl(A)=$[F(A)+.9-(A*)*] and ~JA)=$s(A*)*-Y(A)]. 
That dl and ~‘a are linear and hermitian-preserving such that y = ~‘i + ida 
uniquely is immediate. n 
We list some of the abovementioned generalizations in Table 1. 
TABLE 1 
c An P(d”l Jq) 
R % HP”, Q 
LO, 00) g* CP”. 4 
.z=x+iy, A=H,+iH,, T=Jal,+id2 
x,yreal Hl,H,~xn ~1,~4~HPn,q 
Wquely) WquW Wqueb) 
SPdo,oo)=R spangn =X” SpanCR,, = f=kq 
IfXER, IfHEXn, If&E HP,_ 
r=Pl-Pz H=P,-F, .d=V~-V~ 
where P,, P, E LO, 00) where P,, P, E g,, where q, V2 E CP,,, q. 
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Although the statement that for &’ E HP,,9. there exists Vi, %‘s E CP,, 4 
such that & = V, - %s is immediate from Theorems 1 and 2 of Poluikis and 
HiIl [lo], and that for H E Zn there exist Pi, Pz E 9,, such that H = Pi - I’s is 
immediate from the theorem on the unitary diagonalization of hermitian (in 
general normal) matrices, both results can be specialized from the observation 
that a full cone in a finite dimensional vector space is also reproducing. 
IV. RELATIONSHIP OF C, (OR CP) WITH ~(9~) 
For this section we assume that n = 9. We rename eqb, n = Cm; other 
notation takes its natural form, e.g., B(L?,, gq) = ~(9~). We now give some 
information on the relations among ~(g,,), C,, and a(g”)*. 
THEOREM 3. r(g,,) 2 C,, 2 r(g”)*, and for n > 1 the inclusions are 
strict. 
Proof. Obviously a(g,,) 2 C,,. Choi [5] has shown that equality holds iff 
n = 1 [if n 2 2, the transpose operator is in n(L@,,) but not in C,,]. 
Now, as C,, is selfdual, and hence closed, C,, = C,* 2 n(gn)*, and if n > 1 
the inclusion is strict. n 
For a pointed semiring C of linear operators a (Ieft, right) facial tied of C 
is a (left, right) ideal which is also a face. In the following theorem we give 
some left and right facial ideals of CP, = CP. For a discussion of facial ideals 
of T(K), K a cone, see Tam [12]. 
THEOREM 4. Zf F, G are faces in 9,,, then g = {LT E CP]RngY c 
SpanF}isuTightfacMZideaZinCP,undB={~ECPIKer~’G}isu~~ 
facial ideal in CP. 
Proof. It is clear that *is a subcone and a right ideal in CP. Let Y E g 
andSPECPsuchthatOgY~Y.ThenforallH~~~,O<Y(H)g~(H), 
whereY(H)EspanFn@,,=F;hence.Y(H)~F.Since~~isafullconein 
A,(C), each ME A,(C) can be expressed as a linear combination of 
elements of g,,. Thus, Y(M) E span F, whence 9 E 9. Therefore, %is a face 
of CP. 
Since 9is clearly a subcone and a left ideal in CP, we show it to be a face. 
Let~‘E~a.nd~~CPsuchthatO<~<~.IfH~G,then(~-Y)(H) 
=.Y(H)-Y(H)=-Y(H)Ep*, since.Y-Y4PCPLIr(@n). Sincegnis 
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pointed and Y(H) E 9,,, Y(H) = 0, whence H E Ker S and G c Ker 9. 
Hence, 9 E ‘9; 9is a face in CP. n 
V. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF +$9’“) 
We again consider n( L?~, 9’“) as 
where 8 is the dyad product. If 22 E 2”@ sq, we have 99 = CH, @ Ki with 
Hi E X”, K, E .%. Finally, if S is a subset of Y, let V(S) denote the smallest 
cone in Ycontaining S. 
Consider .x$ as a normed space with the norm induced by the inner 
product, j[Hll =(trH ) . 2 ‘I2 Let 523 be the set of elements of norm 1, and let 
!B1 = 23 n 9’“. Given a sequence H = (H,, . . . , H,) of elements of Xn, we 
define 
J(H)=I(H,,..., H,)=V({(trHIP,...,trH,,,P)JP E B1}>. 
We call J(H) the joint angular field of values of H,, . . . , H,,,. The cone J(H) is 
related to the k-numerical ranges [7] and to the joint numerical range [3]. 
THEOREM 5. Let H = (H,,. . ., H,,,) be a sequence j+om zn. Zf Ofii 
{@-HI, P, . . . , trH,P)}, then J(H) is a closed cone in R”. The extremuls of 
l(H) are among the rays &mined by the points (x*H,x, . . . , x*H,,,x) where 
x*x = 1, x E C “. Furthermore, J(H) i.s pointed if { H,, . . . , H, } spans Xn; J(H) 
is j&l1 iff { H,, . . . , H, } is linearly independent. 
Proof. Since the trace function is continuous and %?I is compact, 
{(trH,P,..., tr H,P)IP E !Bl } is compact; thus the resulting cone is closed. 
Recall that the extreme rays of 9,, are the positive multiples of the rank one 
projections P = xx* where x*x = 1 (cf. [l]). The points (x*H,x,. . . ,x*Hmx) 
arise from these extremals via x*Hx = tr Hm* = tr HP, where P is an extremal 
of 9,. Thus to obtain the form of the extremal rays in J(H) it suffices to work 
with any extremal P of 9’,, since P = am* for some (r > 0 and x such that 
x*x=1. If (YI,..., y,) is an extremal of J(H), then there is a P E 9” for which 
yi = tr HjP. If P is not an extremal in 9”, we proceed as follows: Let 
P = PI + P2 where P2 is extremal in 9,,. Then 
(Y 1 ,..., ym)=(trHIP, ,..., trHmP,)+(trH1P2 ,..., trH,P,). (*) 
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If @HIP,,..., trH,P,)=O,then(y,,..., y,) is of the desired form. If neither 
term on the right hand side of (*) is extremal in J(H), then ( y,, . . . , y,) is not 
extremal. Finally, if (trH,P,, . . . , trH,P,) is zero, we repeat the process on PI. 
The reduction must terminate, since P is the sum of a finite number of 
extremals. Thus, if (yl,..., y,) is an extremal, it must be of the indicated 
form. (Of course, the converse need not hold.) 
Suppose that J(H) is not pointed. Then there are nonzero PI, Pz E 9’,, such 
that @HIP,,..., trH,P,)= -(trH,P,,..., trH,P,).ThusforH=P,+P,we 
have H E span{H,, . . . , H, }’ . Since 9,, is pointed with PI and Pz nonzero, 
P,+P,#O, whence {H,,...,H,}does not spanSn. 
Now suppose that {Z-I,, . . . , H, } is linearly independent. If J(H) is not full, 
then there are j3,. not all zero, such that (PI,. . . ,&) E I(H Then for all 
P E 9,, we have 0 = @,tr HjP = (P,CJ?jHj), whence CpjHj = 0, a contradic- 
tion. Conversely, if J(H) is full, so that J(Hi)l = (O},and if CajHj= 0, then 
for all P E 9,, we have 0 = (CajHj, P) = Ccwjtr HjP, whence (a,, . . . ,am) E 
J(H)l. Thus, aj= 0 for all j. n 
For a given H E Xn, the set { trHPlP E 3Yl } is the numerical range of H, 
which is simply an interval on the real line. Consequently, J(H) is contained in 
the cone determined by a Cartesian product of intervals. We now use J(H) to 
characterize linear transformations which preserve 9”. 
THEOREM 6. Let {Hi r= 1 and {Ki E”=l be sequences in .%ff and Xq 
respectively. Then 
iff 
J(H) G J(K)* or J(K) E J(H)*. 
Proof. Since each of J(H) and J(K) is closed, each of the duality state- 
ments follows from the others. 
Suppose first that B E ~(9~, gn). Let x E J(H), y E J(K). Then there exist 
P,QE~~ such that x=(trHIP ,..., trH,P) and y=(trK,Q ,..., trK,Q). 
Therefore (x,~)=C(~~H,P)(~~K,Q)=CH,@K~(P,Q)=~?(P,Q)~~. Thus, 
x E J(K)* and I(H) c J(K)*. 
Conversely, suppose I(H) c J(K)* and that L% = CH,@K,. Let P, Q E @‘,, 
be arbitrary. Then if x = (tr HIP,. . . ,tr H,P) E J(H) and y = 
(tr K,Q, . . . , trK,Q) E J(K), we have 0 Q (x, y) = %?(P, Q), whence B E 
49” )* n 
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